
 
 

CALCULATING SEO VALUE 
A case study >>     One way to analyze local visibility is to track the keywords your site and 

google my business listing is ranking for. Traffic to your site and 

google my business listing (Which has your business’s name, 

address, phone #, and link to website) will grow when your 

business is ranking for keywords. That means that more people 

will be discovering your business and that it is easier to find.  

Case Study: Maccabi Fitness Studio 
>>   This study takes place over a 3 month period of time. We began working with Maccabi Fitness Studio 

in September and were able to get them ranked within a 3 month period. 

Our work still continues but the data and results are clear as day. We 

took them on a client whose address was associated with an old business 

that had been in their building. To google, they didn’t exist; and you can 

imagine how many people weren’t discovering them. 

STEP 1:  Create Google My business Listing 

>>    This seems like a simple step but it is important to know that google maps serves your google my 

business listing to potential customers over the map when they are 

searching for businesses within a few miles. Just because you have a 

website, doesn’t mean google will show you to people on their map. 

        



 
 

Step 2: Get Ranked 

>>   This next step is the secret sauce, so I can’t tell you too much. In a nutshell, we tell google what your 

business does so that it can decide when your listing is relevant to people’s searches.  

Although it takes time, and consistent actions for google to realize this (only because it 

wants to provide it’s searchers the best and most relevant results to what they are 

searching for), we get you ranked.  Our strategy also allows for more than just the 5 

keywords we are targeting to get ranked.  
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Step 3: Capture the Traffic 

>>  After your business begins ranking for keywords, more people will begin coming across your business 

on google. This is good news because it is having a billboard with your businesses name, address, 

phone number and service or product category on the front page of google. Below is the data 

where you can see the traffic begin building towards the end of October, which is when we got 

them ranked. Now, being in December, traffic is growing exorbitantly as Maccabi Fitness Studio 

continues to show up first on google maps.  
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